
5 Enemies of Food Storage 

#1 Vermin 

To combat insects, if you put your wheat, rice, or other unsealed, bulk purchased food in the freezer for 3 days before you 

let it sit out, you’ll kill any larvae that might be hiding out. “Dry out” the food for 1 day.  Put food in a container that mice 

can’t get to…tight sealed --- Rubbermaid/Sterlite containers as an example.  

#2 – Oxygen  

Oxygen is an enemy of your food storage.  If you let your food sit out exposed to the moisture and oxygen in the air, it will 

oxidize ruin your food. 

To help prevent oxidation….IF you repackage food that you buy in bulk for long-term storage, one of the things you 
must do is use oxygen absorbers. Repackage in Mason Jars with a new lid, mylar bags or plastic food grade buckets with 
a gasket on the lid as an example. (see information and chart below)  

#3 – Temperature 

Consistent cool temperatures are the ideal for food storage.   The hotter the place that you keep your food storage (even if 

it’s a consistent temperature) the shorter the time that the food will remain edible. 

Example:  A study done on the  pre-packaged food called an MRE:                                                                                                   

stored at a steady fifty degrees, they will keep for five years….sixty degrees, they are good for up to four years…. 

eighty degrees, they are good for three years… a consistent 120 degrees (like in an attic), only be good for one month. 

#4 – Moisture 

Temperature changes can create moisture.  When a metallic (Mylar) bag and the contents of the bag are one 

temperature, but the surrounding air is another temperature, it will cause condensation on the inside of the 

bag.  Condensation can cause food to ferment or mold making it unusable.                                                                              

Make sure that you store your food in an area that it kept the same temperature year-round. IF the garage is your place of 

storage it needs to be insulated and kept a cool, consistent temperature all year long.  The best place to store your food is 

in the basement if you have one. 

#5 – Time 

While some foods last longer than others, time will degrade the nutritional value and edibility of all foods 

eventually.   Some foods last longer for a long time if stored properly, but that’s not all foods.                                               

Rotation of food is key.  Whatever comes into your house first (2017) should be eaten first. The most recent purchased 

(2019) should be the hardest to get to. [On a shelf  the 2019s in the back and 2017 in the front. IF stacking:  2019 on the 

bottom and 2017 should be on top.] 

 



What foods oxygen absorbers are used with:  Foods should be low in moisture, 10 percent or less.  If the moisture 
content is not low enough, the conditions will be ripe for the growth of the bacteria that causes botulism. 
 
Oxygen absorbers are used for: 
• grains and grain products (flours and pastas) 
• beans 
• nuts 
• chocolate 
• herbs and spices 
• dehydrated fruits and vegetables 
• pharmaceuticals 
• processed, smoked, cured meats and cheeses 
• dry milk products 
Do NOT use oxygen absorbers with: 
• sugar    (If you do, the sugar will still be plenty safe to eat, but you will need a cheese grater or a hammer to use  
                           it.  Oxygen absorbers turn sugar into rock solid bricks.) 
• pancake mixes 
• yeast 
• baking soda 
• baking powder 
• salt   
 
 
What size oxygen absorber for what size container? There are actually quite a few variables that affect the capacity of 
the oxygen absorber needed--the volume of the container, the density of the food, and your altitude.  Most guidelines 
provide only for the volume of the container and assume that grains and flours are being stored, and that is what is 
provided in the chart below.  However, if you are storing items that are less dense or have more air, like beans, pasta, and 
freeze-dried meals, you need double the number of cc's in your oxygen absorber.  For example, if you would use a 1500 
cc absorber (or the equivalent amount in smaller absorbers) for a five-gallon bucket of wheat, you would need two of 
these 1500 cc absorbers for the same bucket of beans or pasta.   
 
However, just to keep things interesting, if you live at a higher altitude, above 4,000 feet, you need fewer oxygen 
absorbers, or less oxygen absorber capacity, I should say.  So, if you would normally use five 300-cc absorbers for a five-
gallon bucket, if you were at high altitude you would only need four.  Yes, the math doesn't work out perfectly because we 
are limited in the selection of cc absorbers.  And it is always better to have more cc's than is required.  
 
              100 cc absorber                            1 quart jar or 1 liter bottle 
              100 cc absorber (2)                      1/2 gallon jar or mylar bag 
              300 cc absorber                            1 gallon container or #10 can 
              500 cc absorber                            1 gallon bag 
            1000 cc absorber                            2 gallon mylar bag 
            1500 cc absorber                            5 gallon bucket 
            2000 cc absorber                            6 gallon bucket 
 
 
Containers they can be used with:    
• Mylar bags 
• Soda bottles (PETE bottles with airtight, screw-on caps.  Milk jugs should not be used.) 
• Canning jars with gasketed metal lids or the re-usable canning lids, like those produced by Tattler 
• Plastic buckets with a gasketed lid 
 
How do you use oxygen absorbers?  First, calculate how many you need for each container, taking into account the 
volume of the container and density of the food, and if applicable, your altitude.  Have all your buckets, bags, and jars 
filled and ready to be sealed.  Remove as many absorbers as you will use in the next 15-30 minutes and spread them out 
on a tray so that they do not touch one another.  Reseal the remaining absorbers in the smallest canning jar they will fit in 
with a gasketed lid.  A one-pint jar will hold about 25 absorbers. 



 
Put the oxygen absorber(s) on top of the food and seal the container.  While bags may shrink around the food as the 
oxygen is absorbed (this usually takes a few days), all the gas does not need to be removed for the food to be 
preserved.  Remember, these are oxygen absorbers.  The nitrogen, which makes up almost 80 percent of our air, remains 
in the bag. 
  
Is using an oxygen absorber the same as vacuum packaging? Actually, no.  Oxygen absorbers are more efficient at 
removing oxygen than vacuum packaging.  The gas that remains in the package is only nitrogen, which will not affect the 
food nor permit the growth of bugs.  But you can always combine both methods to provide an additional layer of protection 
if that makes you feel better.  There's no harm in it.  
 

 


